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Refer to the exhibit.

 

 
An organization uses one specific CloudHub (AWS) region for all CloudHub deployments.

 
How are CloudHub workers assigned to availability zones (AZs) when the organization's
Mule applications are deployed to CloudHub in that region?

 
A. Workers belonging to a given environment are assigned to the same AZ within that
region 
B. AZs are selected as part of the Mule application's deployment configuration 
C. Workers are randomly distributed across available AZs within that region 
D. An AZ is randomly selected for a Mule application, and all the Mule application's
CloudHub workers are assigned to that one AZ 

 
Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Workers are randomly distributed across available AZs within that region. 

***************************************** 

>> Currently, we only have control to choose which AWS Region to choose but there is no

control at all using any configurations or deployment options to decide what Availability

Zone (AZ) to assign to what worker. 

>> There are NO fixed or implicit rules on platform too w.r.t assignment of AZ to workers

based on environment or application. 

>> They are completely assigned in random. However, cloudhub definitely ensures that

HA is achieved by assigning the workers to more than on AZ so that all workers are not
assigned to same AZ for same application. 
: https://help.mulesoft.com/s/question/0D52T000051rqDj/one-cloudhub-aws-region-how-
cloudhub-workers-are-assigned-to-availability-zones-azs-
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A set of tests must be performed prior to deploying API implementations to a staging
environment. Due to data security and access restrictions, untested APIs cannot be
granted access to the backend systems, so instead mocked data must be used for these
tests. The amount of available mocked data and its contents is sufficient to entirely test the
API implementations with no active connections to the backend systems. What type of
tests should be used to incorporate this mocked data?
 
A. Integration tests 
B. Performance tests 
C. Functional tests (Blackbox) 
D. Unit tests (Whitebox) 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Unit tests (Whitebox) 
***************************************** 
Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/3.9/testing-strategies
 
As per general IT testing practice and MuleSoft recommended practice, Integration and
Performance tests should be done on full end to end setup for right evaluation. Which
means all end systems should be connected while doing the tests. So, these options are
OUT and we are left with Unit Tests and Functional Tests.
 
As per attached reference documentation from MuleSoft:
 
Unit Tests - are limited to the code that can be realistically exercised without the need to
run it inside Mule itself. So good candidates are Small pieces of modular code, Sub Flows,
Custom transformers, Custom components, Custom expression evaluators etc.
 
Functional Tests - are those that most extensively exercise your application configuration.
In these tests, you have the freedom and tools for simulating happy and unhappy paths.
You also have the possibility to create stubs for target services and make them success or
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fail to easily simulate happy and unhappy paths respectively.
 
As the scenario in the question demands for API implementation to be tested before
deployment to Staging and also clearly indicates that there is enough/ sufficient amount of
mock data to test the various components of API implementations with no active
connections to the backend systems, Unit Tests are the one to be used to incorporate this
mocked data.

 
 

 

 

An organization makes a strategic decision to move towards an IT operating model that
emphasizes consumption of reusable IT assets using modern APIs (as defined by
MuleSoft).

 
What best describes each modern API in relation to this new IT operating model?

 
 
A. Each modern API has its own software development lifecycle, which reduces the need
for documentation and automation 
B. Each modem API must be treated like a product and designed for a particular target
audience (for instance, mobile app developers)  
C. Each modern API must be easy to consume, so should avoid complex authentication
mechanisms such as SAML or JWT D 
D. Each modern API must be REST and HTTP based 
 
Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answers: 

1. Each modern API must be treated like a product and designed for a particular target

audience (for instance mobile app developers) 
***************************************** 

 
Bottom of Form 
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Top of Form 

 

 

 

What CANNOT be effectively enforced using an API policy in Anypoint Platform?

 
A. Guarding against Denial of Service attacks 
B. Maintaining tamper-proof credentials between APIs 
C. Logging HTTP requests and responses 
D. Backend system overloading 
 
Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Guarding against Denial of Service attacks 

***************************************** 

>> Backend system overloading can be handled by enforcing "Spike Control Policy" 

>> Logging HTTP requests and responses can be done by enforcing "Message Logging

Policy" 

>> Credentials can be tamper-proofed using "Security" and "Compliance" Policies 

However, unfortunately, there is no proper way currently on Anypoint Platform to guard
against DOS attacks. 
Reference: https://help.mulesoft.com/s/article/DDos-Dos-at
 
 

 

 

What is the main change to the IT operating model that MuleSoft recommends to
organizations to improve innovation and clock speed?
 
A. Drive consumption as much as production of assets; this enables developers to discover
and reuse assets from other projects and encourages standardization 
B. Expose assets using a Master Data Management (MDM) system; this standardizes
projects and enables developers to quickly discover and reuse assets from other projects 
C. Implement SOA for reusable APIs to focus on production over consumption; this
standardizes on XML and WSDL formats to speed up decision making 
D. Create a lean and agile organization that makes many small decisions everyday; this
speeds up decision making and enables each line of business to take ownership of its
projects 
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Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Drive consumption as much as production of assets; this enables

developers to discover and reuse assets from other projects and encourages

standardization 

***************************************** 

>> The main motto of the new IT Operating Model that MuleSoft recommends and made

popular is to change the way that they are delivered from a production model to a

production + consumption model, which is done through an API strategy called API-led

connectivity. 

>> The assets built should also be discoverable and self-serveable for reusablity across

LOBs and organization. 

>> MuleSoft's IT operating model does not talk about SDLC model (Agile/ Lean etc) or

MDM at all. So, options suggesting these are not valid. 

References: 

https://blogs.mulesoft.com/biz/connectivity/what-is-a-center-for-enablement-c4e/ 
https://www.mulesoft.com/resources/api/secret-to-managing-it-projects 

 

 

 

Refer to the exhibit.

 

 
what is true when using customer-hosted Mule runtimes with the MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint
Platform control plane (hybrid deployment)?

 
A. Anypoint Runtime Manager initiates a network connection to a Mule runtime in order to
deploy Mule applications 
B. The MuleSoft-hosted Shared Load Balancer can be used to load balance API
invocations to the Mule runtimes 
C. API implementations can run successfully in customer-hosted Mule runtimes, even
when they are unable to communicate with the control plane 
D. Anypoint Runtime Manager automatically ensures HA in the control plane by creating a
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new Mule runtime instance in case of a node failure 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: API implementations can run successfully in customer-hosted Mule

runtimes, even when they are unable to communicate with the control plane. 

***************************************** 

>> We CANNOT use Shared Load balancer to load balance APIs on customer hosted
runtimes 

 

>> For Hybrid deployment models, the on-premises are first connected to Runtime

Manager using Runtime Manager agent. So, the connection is initiated first from On-

premises to Runtime Manager. Then all control can be done from Runtime Manager. 
>> Anypoint Runtime Manager CANNOT ensure automatic HA. Clusters/Server Groups etc
should be configured before hand. 

 
Only TRUE statement in the given choices is, API implementations can run successfully in

customer-hosted Mule runtimes, even when they are unable to communicate with the
control plane. There are several references below to justify this statement. 

 
References: 

https://docs.mulesoft.com/runtime-manager/deployment-strategies#hybrid-deployments 

https://help.mulesoft.com/s/article/On-Premise-Runtimes-Disconnected-From-US-Control-

Plane-June-18th-2018 

https://help.mulesoft.com/s/article/Runtime-Manager-cannot-manage-On-Prem-

Applications-and-Servers-from-US-Control-Plane-June-25th-2019 
https://help.mulesoft.com/s/article/On-premise-Runtimes-Appear-Disconnected-in-Runtime-
Manager-May-29th-2018 
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Refer to the exhibit.
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Three business processes need to be implemented, and the implementations need to
communicate with several different SaaS applications.
 

These processes are owned by separate (siloed) LOBs and are mainly independent of
each other, but do share a few business entities. Each LOB has one development team
and their own budget
 

In this organizational context, what is the most effective approach to choose the API data
models for the APIs that will implement these business processes with minimal redundancy
of the data models?
 

A) Build several Bounded Context Data Models that align with coherent parts of the
business processes and the definitions of associated business entities
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B) Build distinct data models for each API to follow established micro-services and Agile
API-centric practices
 

 
C) Build all API data models using XML schema to drive consistency and reuse across the
organization
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D) Build one centralized Canonical Data Model (Enterprise Data Model) that unifies all the
data types from all three business processes, ensuring the data model is consistent and
non-redundant
 

 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Build several Bounded Context Data Models that align with coherent

parts of the business processes and the definitions of associated business entities. 

***************************************** 

>> The options w.r.t building API data models using XML schema/ Agile API-centric

practices are irrelevant to the scenario given in the question. So these two are INVALID. 

>> Building EDM (Enterprise Data Model) is not feasible or right fit for this scenario as the

teams and LOBs work in silo and they all have different initiatives, budget etc.. Building

EDM needs intensive coordination among all the team which evidently seems not possible

in this scenario. 
So, the right fit for this scenario is to build several Bounded Context Data Models that align
with coherent parts of the business processes and the definitions of associated business
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entities. 

 

 

 

 

 

An organization is deploying their new implementation of the OrderStatus System API to
multiple workers in CloudHub. This API fronts the organization's on-premises Order
Management System, which is accessed by the API implementation over an IPsec tunnel.
 
What type of error typically does NOT result in a service outage of the OrderStatus System
API?

 
A. A CloudHub worker fails with an out-of-memory exception 
B. API Manager has an extended outage during the initial deployment of the API
implementation 
C. The AWS region goes offline with a major network failure to the relevant AWS data
centers 
D. The Order Management System is Inaccessible due to a network outage in the
organization's on-premises data center 

 
Answer: A

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: A CloudHub worker fails with an out-of-memory exception. 

***************************************** 
>> An AWS Region itself going down will definitely result in an outage as it does not matter
how many workers are assigned to the Mule App as all of those in that region will go down.
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This is a complete downtime and outage. 

>> Extended outage of API manager during initial deployment of API implementation will of

course cause issues in proper application startup itself as the API Autodiscovery might fail

or API policy templates and polices may not be downloaded to embed at the time of

applicaiton startup etc... there are many reasons that could cause issues. 

>> A network outage onpremises would of course cause the Order Management System

not accessible and it does not matter how many workers are assigned to the app they all

will fail and cause outage for sure. 

The only option that does NOT result in a service outage is if a cloudhub worker fails with

an out-of-memory exception. Even if a worker fails and goes down, there are still other

workers to handle the requests and keep the API UP and Running. So, this is the right
answer. 

 

 

 

A company has started to create an application network and is now planning to implement
a Center for Enablement (C4E) organizational model. What key factor would lead the
company to decide upon a federated rather than a centralized C4E?
 
A. When there are a large number of existing common assets shared by development
teams 
B. When various teams responsible for creating APIs are new to integration and hence
need extensive training 
C. When development is already organized into several independent initiatives or groups 
D. When the majority of the applications in the application network are cloud based 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: When development is already organized into several independent

initiatives or groups 

***************************************** 

>> It would require lot of process effort in an organization to have a single C4E team

coordinating with multiple already organized development teams which are into several

independent initiatives. A single C4E works well with different teams having at least a

common initiative. So, in this scenario, federated C4E works well instead of centralized
C4E. 
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Version 3.0.1 of a REST API implementation represents time values in PST time using ISO
8601 hh:mm:ss format. The API implementation needs to be changed to instead represent
time values in CEST time using ISO 8601 hh:mm:ss format. When following the semver.org
semantic versioning specification, what version should be assigned to the updated API
implementation?

 
A. 3.0.2 
B. 4.0.0 
C. 3.1.0 
D. 3.0.1 

 
Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: 4.0.0 

***************************************** 

As per semver.org semantic versioning specification: 

Given a version number MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH, increment the: 

- MAJOR version when you make incompatible API changes. 

- MINOR version when you add functionality in a backwards compatible manner. 

- PATCH version when you make backwards compatible bug fixes. 

As per the scenario given in the question, the API implementation is completely changing

its behavior. Although the format of the time is still being maintained as hh:mm:ss and there

is no change in schema w.r.t format, the API will start functioning different after this change

as the times are going to come completely different. 

Example: Before the change, say, time is going as 09:00:00 representing the PST. Now on,

after the change, the same time will go as 18:00:00 as Central European Summer Time is

9 hours ahead of Pacific Time. 

>> This may lead to some uncertain behavior on API clients depending on how they are

handling the times in the API response. All the API clients need to be informed that the API

functionality is going to change and will return in CEST format. So, this considered as a
MAJOR change and the version of API for this new change would be 4.0.0 

 

 

 

 

An API has been updated in Anypoint Exchange by its API producer from version 3.1.1 to
3.2.0 following accepted semantic versioning practices and the changes have been
communicated via the API's public portal.
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The API endpoint does NOT change in the new version.
 
How should the developer of an API client respond to this change?
 
A. The update should be identified as a project risk and full regression testing of the
functionality that uses this API should be run 
B. The API producer should be contacted to understand the change to existing functionality 
C. The API producer should be requested to run the old version in parallel with the new one 
D. The API client code ONLY needs to be changed if it needs to take advantage of new
features 
 
Answer: D
Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/exchange/to-change-raml-version
 
 
 

 

 

What are 4 important Platform Capabilities offered by Anypoint Platform?
 
A. API Versioning, API Runtime Execution and Hosting, API Invocation, API Consumer
Engagement 
B. API Design and Development, API Runtime Execution and Hosting, API Versioning, API
Deprecation 
C. API Design and Development, API Runtime Execution and Hosting, API Operations and
Management, API Consumer Engagement 
D. API Design and Development, API Deprecation, API Versioning, API Consumer
Engagement 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: API Design and Development, API Runtime Execution and Hosting, API

Operations and Management, API Consumer Engagement 

***************************************** 

>> API Design and Development - Anypoint Studio, Anypoint Design Center, Anypoint

Connectors 

>> API Runtime Execution and Hosting - Mule Runtimes, CloudHub, Runtime Services 

>> API Operations and Management - Anypoint API Manager, Anypoint Exchange 

>> API Consumer Management - API Contracts, Public Portals, Anypoint Exchange, API
Notebooks 
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Refer to the exhibit.
 

 

What is the best way to decompose one end-to-end business process into a collaboration
of Experience, Process, and System APIs?
 

A) Handle customizations for the end-user application at the Process API level rather than
the Experience API level
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B) Allow System APIs to return data that is NOT currently required by the identified
Process or Experience APIs
 

 
C) Always use a tiered approach by creating exactly one API for each of the 3 layers
(Experience, Process and System APIs)
 

 
D) Use a Process API to orchestrate calls to multiple System APIs, but NOT to other
Process APIs
 

 
 
A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: Allow System APIs to return data that is NOT currently required by the

identified Process or Experience APIs. 

***************************************** 

>> All customizations for the end-user application should be handled in "Experience API"

only. Not in Process API 

>> We should use tiered approach but NOT always by creating exactly one API for each of

the 3 layers. Experience APIs might be one but Process APIs and System APIs are often

more than one. System APIs for sure will be more than one all the time as they are the

smallest modular APIs built in front of end systems. 
>> Process APIs can call System APIs as well as other Process APIs. There is no such
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anti-design pattern in API-Led connectivity saying Process APIs should not call other

Process APIs. 

So, the right answer in the given set of options that makes sense as per API-Led

connectivity principles is to allow System APIs to return data that is NOT currently required

by the identified Process or Experience APIs. This way, some future Process APIs can

make use of that data from System APIs and we need NOT touch the System layer APIs
again and again. 

 

 

 

 

What is true about automating interactions with Anypoint Platform using tools such as
Anypoint Platform REST APIs, Anypoint CU, or the Mule Maven plugin?
 
A. Access to Anypoint Platform APIs and Anypoint CU can be controlled separately
through the roles and permissions in Anypoint Platform, so that specific users can get
access to Anypoint CLI white others get access to the platform APIs 
B. Anypoint Platform APIs can ONLY automate interactions with CloudHub, while the Mule
Maven plugin is required for deployment to customer-hosted Mule runtimes 
C. By default, the Anypoint CLI and Mule Maven plugin are NOT included in the Mule
runtime, so are NOT available to be used by deployed Mule applications 
D. API policies can be applied to the Anypoint Platform APIs so that ONLY certain LOBs
have access to specific functions 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Explanation 

Correct Answer: By default, the Anypoint CLI and Mule Maven plugin are NOT included in

the Mule runtime, so are NOT available to be used by deployed Mule applications 

***************************************** 

>> We CANNOT apply API policies to the Anypoint Platform APIs like we can do on our

custom written API instances. So, option suggesting this is FALSE. 

>> Anypoint Platform APIs can be used for automating interactions with both CloudHub
and customer-hosted Mule runtimes. Not JUST the CloudHub. So, option opposing this is
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